Functional orthopedic device type Sn20 – a therapeutic resource in the control of chronic temporomandibular dysfunction – case report
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Abstract. The literature indicates that patients with a history of Temporomandibular Disorder (TMD), who experience sudden occlusal changes, may worsen their parafunctional habits and develop TMD again. In this sense, the aim of this study is to present a clinical case of recurrent chronic TMD after oral rehabilitation (increase of vertical dimension in all teeth) using Simões Network 20 (SN20) functional orthopedic appliance as one of the resources therapies. The patient was female, 62 years old, and complained of disabling pain, anxiety symptoms, hypervigilant and history of TMD. The patient reported failure of other treatment modalities, including use of the smooth stabilizer device. The diagnosis was chronic TMD – primary osteoarthritis of the temporomandibular joint and related myofascial pain and orofacial migraine. Treatment included physical measurements, instructions, peripheral and central medication, AOF type SN20 (night use). After three months of therapy, the patient showed significant improvement with complete pain reduction. The use of the AOF SN20 together with conservative measures represents a valuable therapeutic modality for patients with chronic TMD.
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1. Introduction

Temporomandibular disorder (TMD) groups a set of clinical conditions affecting the masticatory muscles, temporomandibular joint (TMJ) and all associated tissues. The most common symptom is pain, usually localized to the muscles of mastication and/or the preauricular area. Chewing and other mandibular functions aggravate the pain. In addition to these symptoms, patients often report restricted mouth opening and temporomandibular joint noises. These complaints make TMD the second reason for treatment in the dental practice [1].

Patients with pathological or severe tooth wear, either by chemical or mechanical cause, may need restorative care to compensate for the loss of tooth tissue, possibly comprising full rehabilitation at an increased vertical dimension of occlusion (VDO). [2] However, several studies show that patients with a history of TMD, who experience sudden occlusal changes, may worsen their parafunctional habits and develop TMD again. [3, 4] Based on this, the aim of this study is to present a clinical case report of recurrent chronic TMD after oral rehabilitation (increase in vertical dimension in all teeth), in a patient with a history of TMD, hypervigilant, with symptoms of anxiety who used the Simões Network 20 (SN20) functional orthopedic appliance as one of resources therapies.

2. Methods

Case Report: A woman, 62 years old, complained of disabling pain – Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) 10, beginning after oral rehabilitation - increase in vertical dimension in all teeth (Figs. 1, 2). The pain was constant, worsening with function, localized to the left temporomandibular joint, the temporal region and the teeth on the right side.
TMJ Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) showed disc displacement with reduction on the right side (Fig. 3). On the left side effusion, spinal edema and disc displacement without reduction (Fig. 4).

Computed tomography showed upper slope planning on the right side (Fig. 5) and morphological changes on the left side, erosion and flattening in the upper slope of the mandible, osteophyte in the anterior region (Fig. 6). The patient reported failure of other treatment modalities, including use of the smooth stabilizer device.
3. Result and discussion

Diagnosis: Chronic DTM – temporomandibular joint disorder (primary osteoarthritis), myofascial pain with reference and orofacial migraine.

Treatment: Placement of the functional orthopedic device (AOF) type SN20 night use. The SN20 is a cusp-fossa compliant bioplastic device, whose excitation response is exerted through minimal alternation of muscle contraction [5, 6] (Fig. 7). Physical therapies (thermotherapy, massage, jaw exercises), instructions, peripheral drugs (non-steroidal anti-inflammatory – AINES) and central medication (tricyclic antidepressant), laser therapy, TENS were used as further conservative therapies.

After three months of therapy, the patient showed significant improvement with complete pain reduction and function.

Further studies are needed with samples that include comparison groups for the treatment of chronic TMD with the use of the functional orthopedic device and the conservative therapies versus patients who only used the conservative therapies. Further-more, more robust sampling is a recommended strategy for increasing the credibility of this result.

Fig. 7. Functional orthopedic appliance SN20

4. Conclusions

The use of the AOF SN20 along with conservative therapeutic procedures represents a valuable therapeutic modality for patients with chronic TMD. However, randomized clinical trials are needed to demonstrate the contribution of OFM to the treatment of TMD.
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